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Report To The Secretary Of The Army

Army’s Quality Deficiency
Report System: Generally Effective
But Some Changes Needed
he Army reports quality deficiencies on fielded items
hrough Its Quality Deficiency Report System.

I

A0 found that when product assurance personnel
nvestigated a reported deficiency,
the investigation
was generally adequate to identify a solution to the
roblem. But in many cases, investigations
could not
ii e conducted because defective items were not availble for examination.
There were two primary reasons
or this: (1) defective items were held in uncontrolled
torage space, which allowed for loss, damage, or
‘nadvertent disposal, and (2) installations
disposed of
he items after the prescribed 45day holding period
were completed.
I xpired but before the investigations
A0 is recommending
that the Secretary of the Army
irect Army personnel,
at least on a test basis at
elected installations,
to keep the items in controlled
for release by the
I torage space until authorized
responsible command. If the test proves cost efffective,
bhese actions should be implemented Army-wide. DOD
agreed with GAO’s recommendations.
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Request for copies of GAO reports should be
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U.S. General Accounting Off ice
Document Handling and Information
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Telephone (202) 2755241
The first five copies of individual reports are
free of charga. Additional copies of bound
audit reports are $3.25 each. Additional
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and most other publications are $1.00 each.
There will be a 25% discount on all orders for
100 or more copies mailed to a single address.
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The Honorable
The Secretary

John 0. Marsh, Jr.
of the Army

Dear Mr. Secretary:
We are reporting
to you on our limited
review of the Army's
Quality
Deficiency
Report (QDR) system at the U.S. Army Materiel
Systems Command (AVSCOM),
Command (AMC), the U.S. Army Aviation
Since this system is the
and selected Army installations.
Army's major initiative
to identify
and resolve deficiencies
in
review to determine
fielded
equipment, we conducted a limited
effectively
or needed improvewhether the system was operating
scope, and methodology are
Our specific
objectives,
ments.
presented in appendix I.
AMC has responsibility
for overall
management of the Army's
AMC's subordinate
commodity commands are responQDR system.
sible for investigating
quality-related
problems reported by
Army installations
and contractors
and determining
their causes
in order to preclude recurrence.
The Army reports quality
deficiencies
on fielded
items
through its QDR system.
According to an AMC Product Assurance
representative,
when an item in the field
fails
to perform as
a
expected and the user suspects a problem related
to quality,
report is submitted
to the responsible
commodity command for
investigation
and resolution.
Our review showed that when Product Assurance personnel at
AVSCOMinvestigated
a reported deficiency,
the investigation
generally
was of sufficient
scope and depth to identify
a satisfactory
solution
to the problem.
However, in a substantial
number of cases, investigations
could not be conducted because
the defective
items were not available
for examination.
We
believe action is needed to ensure that defective
items are kept
as long as needed to facilitate
resolution
of problems.
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We also noted conditions
that reduce the assurance that all
quality
problems are reported
through the QDR system.
Further,
the QDR data reported
to AMC contained some inaccuracies.
AMC
officials
advised us they were also concerned about these
matters
and were taking corrective
action.
INVESTIGATIONS ARE GENERALLY ADEQUATE
We reviewed 22 completed investigations
of quality
problems
reported
through the QDR system during fiscal
years 1983 and
1984.
Although our sample was limited
(22 of 4,050 cases), it
represented
about
37 percent
of the dollar
value of the QDR
cases processed by AVSCOMfor the 22-month period examined.
In
21 cases,
the investigations
were of sufficient
scope and depth
to identify
and implement satisfactory
solutions.
AVSCOM
Product Assurance personnel
investigated
the remaining case;
resolved and we found no
however, the problem was not completely
evidence that corrective
action had been taken.
We could not
determine,
either
through a review of the file documentation
or
discussion
with AVSCOMpersonnel,
why this case had not been
satisfactorily
resolved.
An example of a QDR that was investigated
and, in our
opinion,
adequately
resolved involved a defect in a helicopter
tail rotor assembly.
Personnel at the Corpus Christi
Army Depot
discovered
the problem and reported
it to AVSCOMin December
1983.
A total
of 82 defective
assemblies
were identified
with a
total value of $87,166.
The QDR stated that an oil drain slot
was covered, which prevented oil from returning
to the
assembly.
AVSCOMProduct Assurance personnel directed
an
investigation
by the prime contractor.
The investigation
report,
dated January 16, 1984, showed that a manufacturing
error had occurred at the foundry which was the prime
contractor's
supplier
for this part.
During casting,
the oil
passage apparently
shifted
and caused the drain slot defect,
which was not detected during inspection
by the supplier
or the
prime contractor.
To prevent the acceptance of additional
defective
units,
the prime contractor
directed
that all
completed castings
be inspected to ensure compliance with
specifications.
Defects were corrected
on the 82 items.
~ LACK OF RETENTION OF DEFECTIVE ITEMS
~ PREVENTEDSOME INVESTIGATIONS
into the causes of the
a number of cases, investigations
quality
problems could not be conducted because the defective
items
were not retained
for examination.
We reviewed a random
statistical
sample
of 125 of 1,613 QDR cases processed by AVSCOM
during the first
11 months of fiscal
year
1984.
In 26 cases,
investigations
were not conducted because
defective
items were
In
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not available
for
indicates
that the
may have prevented
problems in about
universe sampled.

examination.
Projection
of sample results
lack of defective
items for examination
adequate investigations
and resolutions
of
336 cases, or 21 percent,
of the 1,613 QDR

During visits
to three Army installations,
we found that
defective
items may not be available
for various reasons;
Two
causes, however, seem to be most significant.
the defective
items may be lost, damaged, or
First,
inadvertently
disposed of because they are not required
to be
held in a controlled
area.
For example, technical
quality
personnel at Ft. Rucker, Alabama, and Ft. Campbell, Kentucky,
told us that defective
items were stored in offices
or in work
areas and that items had been damaged, lost, or inadvertently
turned in to supply facilities
because they were not in a
central
or controlled
storage area.
Second, although the defective
items may have originally
been held for the 45-day holding period as required
by Army
iregulations,
they may have been turned in to supply facilities
!for disposition
after that period expired.
In some cases,
'however, the holding period is not sufficient
time for AVSCOM
'Product Assurance personnel to instruct
the initiators
of the
QDRs on whether to hold or release the items.
In about 21
percent of the sample cases, over 45 days elapsed from the time
the defects were discovered
until
Product Assurance personnel
received the QDRs for processing.
in 15.9 percent
In addition,
of these cases, Product Assurance personnel
took 5 or more days
to acknowledge receipt
of QDRs and instruct
Army installations
to hold defective
items.
In our limited
evaluation,
we did not
~try to determine why these delays had occurred.
Technical
equality personnel at Army installations
visited
confirmed that
~some items had been turned in to supply facilities
before
~instructions
to hold exhibits
were received from AVSCOM.
I
We discussed with AMC Product Assurance officials
the
~feasibility
of providing
controlled
storage space for holding
idefective
items until
initiators
of QDRs receive disposition
~instructions.
Although no cost data was available,
those
officials
expressed some concern about the potential
cost
of providing
the space and the added inventory
needed if the
~defective items were not quickly
repaired
and returned
to
~service.
'OTHERCONSIDERATIONS
The potential
exists for quality
problems not being
reported.
Technical
personnel at the installations
we visited
advised us that (1) reporting
of quality
problems might be a low
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priority
at some installations
and (2) in determining
whether to
report a suspected quality
problem, quality
technicians
might be
that were not consistent
with Army guidance.
We
using criteria
discussed our concerns with Product Assurance officials
at AMC,
and they advised us they were also concerned and were taking
steps to increase assurance that QDRs were completed as
required.
For example, they were planning
to hold seminars and
distribute
posters to Army installations
that illustrate
how
important
the QDR system is and how to fill
out the QDR form.
We also noted some inaccuracies
in QDR data reported
AMC. However, AVSCOMand AMC personnel are aware of this
condition
and are taking steps to correct
inaccuracies.

to

CONCLUSIONS
Our limited
analysis
of the Army's QDR system indicated
that while the system was generally
effective
in identifying
and
resolving
deficiencies
in fielded
equipment,
some improvement
was needed.
In a substantial
number of instances,
reported
the
problems were not being investigated
and resolved because
There were
defective
items were not available
for examination.
two primary causes
for this-- (1) the holding of defective
items
in uncontrolled
storage space, which allowed for loss, damage,
or inadvertent
release prior to completion
of the investigations,
and (2) installations'
disposing
of the items after the
prescribed
45-day holding period expires but before the investigations were complete.
These problems could be minimized by keeping defective
items needed to facilitate
investigations
in controlled
storage
space until
authorized
for release by the responsible
commodity
command. Army officials
expressed concern that these actions
could involve additional
cost.
No reliable
data was available
to estimate
the cost versus
the benefit
of this action,
but
given the importance of QDR investigations,
the potential
savings resulting
from timely and successful
investigations,
and
the potential
for avoiding
subsequent equipment failures,
these
actions seem prudent.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that to help ensure that defective
items are
when needed to facilitate
investigation
of reported
quality
problems, you direct
Army personnel,
at least on a test
basis
at selected Army installations,
to retain
the items in
controlled
storage space until
authorized
for release by the
responsible
commodity command. If the test proves cost
effective,
these actions should be implemented Army-wide.
available
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AGENCYCOMMENTS
The Department of Defense (DOD) provided official
comments
(app. II) on a draft of this report.
DOD agreed with our
findings
and recommendations and stated that action
would be
taken to implement our recommendations.
e--v

the head of a federal
As you know, 31 U.S.C. S 720 requires
statement on actions taken on our
agency to submit a written
recommendations
to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs
and the House Committee on Government Operations
not later than
60 days after the date of the report and to the Senate and House
Committees on Appropriations
with the agency's first
request for
appropriations
made more than 60 days after
the date of the
We would appreciate
receiving
a copy of the statements.
report.
We are sending

to the Chairmen of the
of the Senate and House
We are also sending copies to the
Committees on Armed Services.
Office of Management and Budget, and the Secretary
of
Director,
Defense.

Committees

listed

copies

above

of this

report

and the Chairmen

Sincerely

w
V

yours,

Frank C. Conahan
Director
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~APPENDIX I

OBJECTIVES,

SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

Because
of the importance
of the Army’s
Quality
Deficiency
Reporting
(QDR) system in identifying
and resolving
quality
problems
in fielded
equipment,
we performed
a limited
analysis
'to determine

--whether
the Army was adequately
analyzing
reported
deficiencies
to determine
the causes
and prevent
recurrence,
--whether
impediments
to the successful
resolution
quality-related
problems existed,
and
--whether

all

deficiencies

were being

of

reported.

To accomplish
these objectives,
we interviewed
Product
Assurance personnel
and reviewed
records pertaining
to the
QDR system in the Product Assurance Directorate
at the U.S.
Systems
Command, one of six Army commodity commands,
'Aviation
~located in St. Louis,
Missouri,
and in the Product Assurance and
~Test Directorate
at the Army Materiel
Command, located
in
'Alexandria,
Virginia.
We also interviewed
quality
assurance
personnel
at selected
Army and contractor
locations,
as follows:
Fort Rucker, Alabama; Fort Campbell,
Kentucky;
Corpus Christi
army Depot, Corpus Christi,
Texas; and Sikorsky
Aircraft
and
~AVCO-Lycoming, Stratford,
Connecticut.
In addition,
we reviewed QDR case files
and QDR cases
These were cases
iselected
through a random statistical
sample.
completed
by Product Assurance personnel
from October 1, 1982,
We tested
the reliability
and
through August
31,
1984.
completeness
of certain
automated data elements
in the
Deficiency
Reporting
System
data base used in developing
the
The data permits
projection
of
universe
for our random sample.
'sample results
at a 95-percent
confidence
level with a t6.80~percent error
rate.
Our work was performed
fin accordance
with generally
~standards.

from June 1984 through February
accepted government
auditing
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19 JUN 1985

Mr. Frank C. Conahan
Director
National Security and International
Affairs Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. Conahan:
This is the Department of Defense (DOD) response to the General Accounting
Draft Report, “Army’s Use of Quality Deficiency Reports to Correct
Defects in Fielded Equipment, ‘* dated May 1, 1985 (0 Code No. 393064), OSD
Case No. 6744, The DODconcurs with the draft report’s findings and recomendations.
Individual comments on the Findings and Recomnendations are attached.

Office

The DODappreciates
report .

the opportunity

to review and cament on the draft

Sincerely,

‘\r

James P. Wadg
Acting

Attachment
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GM DRWT REpoRlY - DATQ MAY 1, 1985

(GM CODENo. 393064) - m

GASP,6744

"ARNY'S USEOFQUALITYDEFICIEXY REPOKIS
mcxxmcT~
IN FIELDEDEQDIPMENT”
(Department of Defense Garments)
***

E’IM)I1s; A: Investigations
are Wequate. Ci?Oanalyzed a limited sample
(22 of 4,050 cases) of ampleted Qiality Deficiency Report (QDR) investigations at the Army’s Aviation Systems Wmnand (AVSCCBI). GAOfound that
in 21 cases the investigations
were of sufficient
scope and depth to
identify arid inplement satisfactory
solutions.
GAOccncluded that based
on its limited analysis of the Army’s QDRsystem when QDRinvestigations
are caducted,
they are generally adeguate. (PP. l-2,
p. 4, GAO Waft
mrt)

[See

GAO

note. j

DCORESPOWE:Concur.
FIM)ING B: Lack of Retention of Defective Items Prevented Suna
Investigations.
GAOreported that Army regulations require defective
itenrs to be held for 45 days after the QDR. In reviewing a statistical
sanple of QDRs, GAGfwnd, however, that in 21 percent of the cases,
defective itenrs were not available for the investigation
to be carducted.
GAOfurther found that the two mx3t significant
reasons for items not
being available were:

I

(1)

Defective items lost, damaged, or inadvertently disposed of because
they are not required to be held in a ccntrolled area; and

(2)

Ihe 45-day holding period was not sufficient
for Product Assurance
personnel to receive and process the QDRand to instruct the
initiator
whether to hold or release the item.

GADconcluded that these problems ca~ld be minimized by keeping defective
items needed for QDRinspections in ccntrolled storage space until
authorized for release by the responsible Carmoaity comrrand. GM noted
that Army personnel, expressed ccncern about the potential cost of
providirq the space and the added inventory needed if defective items
Although no reliable
were not quickly repaired and returned to service.
data to estimate the cost effectiveness of such action was available, GAG
concluded that, given the importance of QDRinvestigations,
the potential
resulting from tirrrely and successful investigations,
and the potential
these actions seemed prudent.
for avoidim subsecauent eauipmnt failures,
(pp. 2-4, GAO Draft Report)
WDRESKME:@ncur.
GAO note:

Page references
in this appendix
correspond
to those in the final
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have been changed
report.
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: Sane Quality Problem May Not Be Remrted : Inaccuracies in
;iF~~a:
GM reported that, according to Army technical personnel,
reporting quality problems might be of low priority
for sane installations,
and in reported suspected quality problems, criteria
not consistent with
Army poilicy may be used. GM concluded, therefore, that a potential
exists for quality problems not being reported. GW also found sane
inaccuracies in QDRdata. According to GAO, Army Material Carmand (AK)
personnel advised that AK: was taking steps to increase assurance that
QDFbwould be carpleted as required and to correct data inaccuracies.
(pp. 3-4, tiAO Draft Report)
WD RESKWE:

Concur.
***

0

BTION
1: GAOr-nded
that the Secretary of the Army, to
help ensure that defective items are available when needed to facilitate
investigation
of reported quality problems, direct Army personnel, at
least on a test basis at selected Army installations,
to retain the items
in controlled storage space until authorized for release by the responsible
amnodity comand. (p. 4, GAO Draft Report)
WDRESFOISE: Concur. 06D will request that the Army set up a test at
selected installations
to retain QDRexhibits in a controlled storage
06D
Inp?lementation
Date: 28 June 1985.
space.

0

REXNENMTION 2: GAOrecamrended that if test proves cost effective,
retention of defective items in a controlled area be implemented Armywide. (p. 4, GAO Dratt Heport)
wDRESFO?GE:

If successful and cost effective,
OSDwill request
of QDRexhibits in a controlled storage area be inpleOciDImplemntation Date: 30 July 1986.

Concur.

that the retention
mented Army-wide.
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